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Abstract. With the development of modern society, people are pay-
ing more and more attention to their mental situation. An emotion is
an external reaction of people’s psychological state. Therefore, emotion
recognition has attached widespread attention and become a hot research
topic. Currently, researchers identify people’s emotion mainly based on
their facial expression, human behavior, physiological signals, etc. These
traditional methods usually require some additional ancillary equipment
to obtain information. This always inevitably makes trouble for users.
At the same time, ordinary smart-phones are equipped with a lot of
sensor devices nowadays. This enables researchers to collect emotion-
related information of mobile users just using their mobile phones. In
this paper, we track daily behavior data of 50 student volunteers using
sensors on their smart-phones. Then a machine learning based classifier
pool is constructed with considering diversity and complementary. Base
classifiers with high inconsistent are combined using a dynamic adap-
tive fusion strategy. The weights of base classifiers are learned based on
their prior probabilities and class-conditional probabilities. Finally, the
emotion status of mobile phone users are predicted.

Keywords: Classifier fusion method · Emotion recognition · Dynamic
adaptive fusion strategy · Machine learning

1 Introduction

Nowadays, people have greater material wealth than previous generations. We
can access to an abundance of material resources. However, life has become more
pressured and challenging than ever before. These pressures come from a wide
range of sources, including our workplaces, the education system, our family and
friends, etc. The constant pressure that they exert on us can have a profound
effect on our mental health. This makes people pay more and more attention
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to their mental health which is fundamentally linked with their physical health.
Researchers state that emotion regulation is an essential feature of mental health
[1]. Therefore, real-time emotion recognition is very important for people’s timely
emotional regulation and the clinical diagnosis of mental illness. In recent years,
emotion recognition has been studied as a promising technology in a broad range
of mental health monitor [2–4].

Emotion recognition has also been an important research topic in the fields of
artificial intelligence owing to its significant academic and commercial potential
[5]. By 2019, AI-based emotion detection has become a 20 billion dollars industry
[6]. Scientists typically identify human emotion based on physiological signals
including facial or verbal expressions [7], skin temperature [8], blood volume
pulse [9], electromyographic signal [10], etc. However, these signals always need
special bio-sensors or equipment to get. This makes trouble to its application.
People and their doctors often hope to monitor their emotion changing process
to help them do some judgments and decisions. For example, some doctors want
to establish a connection between some clinical symptoms and patients’ emotion
status. To do that, patients always need to rent or buy some special carry-on
equipment. This is inconvenient and may cause negative emotions. We know
that life is filled with ups and downs. It is common for people to have shifts
in emotions. Therefore, it is very important that the emotions of the observed
person are unconsciously recorded and recognized in time.

Over recent decades the pace of the Internet has gradually changed from per-
sonal computer (PC) storm to smart phone competition. Not only are mobile
phones more affordable, but mobile phones also are becoming more powerful
in functions. People spend more and more time on mobile phones everyday.
And most people carry their mobile phones with them all the day. Further-
more, sensor devices are no longer the special configuration of high-end mobile
phones. Most mid-end and low-end mobile phones are equipped with dozens of
sensor devices, such as gravity, gyroscope, pressure, temperature, lighting, etc.
These make unconsciously record and recognize uses’ emotion possible [11]. The
strength of the finger on the screen, the speed of walking, the volume of the
sound, etc. indicate different emotion status of users.

The human emotion status is an important factor in creating good mental
or physical health. Therefore, identifying factors that directly influence the emo-
tion of individuals and using them to predict human emotional state in real-time
will have enormous societal benefits. In this paper, we develop a novel method
to identify the emotion status of mobile users by collecting environmental and
physiological features using sensors of their mobile phones. We track daily behav-
ior data of 50 student volunteers using sensors on their smart-phones. Then a
machine learning based classifier pool is constructed with considering diversity
and complementary. Base classifiers with high inconsistent are combined using
a dynamic adaptive fusion strategy. The weights of base classifiers are learned
based on their prior probabilities and class-conditional probabilities. Finally, the
emotion status of mobile phone users are predicted.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed
in Sect. 2. Then, the overview of the proposed method is presented in Sect. 3. In
Sect. 4, we discuss the methodology. The experiment evaluation is presented in
Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Emotion recognition methods can be easily divided into three categories: text
analysis based emotion recognition, facial and verbal expression analysis based
emotion recognition, and physiological signal analysis based emotion recognition.
In this section, we will introduce this three categories separately.

There are two main types of text analysis based emotion recognition meth-
ods: word classification based method and semantic analysis based method. The
former requires a special dictionary which stores as many emotional scores of
emotionally salient words as possible. With this dictionary, the emotional scores
of all emotionally salient words which are contained in a piece of text can be
obtained. Then the emotion that this text wants to express can be identified by
aggregating these scores. Identifying and collecting as many emotionally salient
words as possible is critical to the effectiveness of this method. Therefore, Many
studies focus on how to find emotionally salient words and score them [12,13].
The latter performs the emotion recognition of the corresponding text through
the semantic network. This method depends heavily on the richness of the seman-
tic knowledge base which it uses. Baccianella presents SentiwordNet which is
devised for supporting sentiment classification and opinion mining applications
[14]. Cambria combines the largest existing public knowledge classification with
a natural language-based common sense knowledge semantic network [15]. The
multi-dimensional extension of the generated knowledge base is used for senti-
ment analysis.

The rapid development and rise of the deep learning neural network make the
analysis of images, text, and speech more effective. This makes emotion recog-
nition based on facial and verbal expression a hot topic. Different expressions
often reflect different emotions. So we can judge people’s emotions by analyz-
ing people’s facial expressions and accompanying facial muscle movements. For
example, when the corner of the mouth curves up and wrinkles radiate out from
the corners of the eyes, we can usually judge the emotion status of someone as
happy. When someone’s eyes pop out and his brows are puckered in a frown.
Obviously, his emotional status at this time is anger. Facial expression based
emotion recognition may be either based on local features or based on overall
features. The former is based on the fact that people in different situations have
different shapes, sizes, and relative positions of facial features. Considering the
difference of the overall facial features under different emotions, the latter is
based on the overall facial feature. And the range of extracted features is the
entire face. Researchers have made many achievements in this field. For exam-
ple, Affectiva creates a facial expression dataset with a large number of facial
expression pictures of different races, ages, and genders [16]. Then Affectiva
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design artificial intelligence algorithms to identify people’s emotions by observ-
ing all the changes of facial expression such as changes of textures and wrinkles
of the face, changes in the shape of the facial features, etc.

Many people always wear a poker face in their normal life. They like emotion-
less expressions that give no indication of their thoughts or intentions. This limit
the effective of facial and verbal expression based emotion recognition technol-
ogy. Therefore, researchers try to identify people’s emotion by analyzing their
physiological signals [17–21]. Liu et al. propose a real-time emotion recogni-
tion system based on EEG signals. The advantage of this system is that it is
combined with the clip database [22]. Wang et al. study various emotional char-
acteristics of EEG signals, track the changes of EEG signals. They establish the
connection between EEG characteristics and emotion status and finally identify
the classification of emotions [23]. Machine learning has a good effect on the
fusion of multimodal information, such as the fusion of various physiological fea-
tures and EEG signals. This makes machine learning based algorithms have good
performance on separating signals with high spatial and frequency dimensions
[24,25].

3 Overview of the Method

In this section, we introduce the main idea of the proposed method. Figure 1
shows its flow chart. We choose 50 student volunteers from Xidian University.
They install our data acquisition application EAmobile on their Android mobile
phones. EAmobile can collect their daily emotion related information through
the gravity sensor, pressure sensor, gyroscope sensor, speed sensor and voice
sensor. This collection process lasts for half a year. The volunteers help us label
their information with their real emotion status. Their labeled information are
transferred to our remote server. After preprocessing and feature extraction, the
data is stored in Mysql database. This data is used to train our fusion classifier.
The trained model is used to predict the real-time emotion status of other mobile
phone users based on their instantaneous mobile phone sensing information.

start Collect data Tranfer to 
server

Pre-
processing 

Feature 
extraction

Emotion 
recognition

Transfer 
result to Appstop

Fig. 1. The flow chart of the proposed method

Inspired by [26], we propose an emotional model considering the unsuitability
of discrete variables for linear analysis and transformation. It is shown in Fig. 2.
This model is consist of two dimensions: activity level and pleasure level. The
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pleasure level is used to measure the positive or negative degree of the user. The
activity level is used to measure the degree of proactiveness or passiveness of
the user. The coordinate system is established with the level of pleasure as the
x-axis and the level of activity as the y-axis. Then the corresponding emotion
status can be positioned in the coordinate system.

Fig. 2. The emotional model

We divide the pleasure level and activity level into five levels separately.
We set (X3, Y 3) as the origin. Then (X1, Y 1) represents very unpleasant and
very inactive. (X5, Y 5) represents very pleasant and very active. The statistics
result based on the collected information shows that most emotion status of the
mobile users stay between the third and fourth levels. This means that the value
of their emotion status (Xi, Y i) satisfies: X3 ≤ Xi ≤ X4 and Y 3 ≤ Y i ≤ Y 4.
The result indicates that users always are in calm status at most time. And the
probability of being in a happy status is greater than the probability of being
in a sad status. This is obviously reasonable. Table 1 shows the users’ emotion
status distribution which is calculated based on our statistics.

Table 1. The distribution (%) of users’ emotion status.

Pleasure level \ Activity level X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

Y 1 0.25 0.23 0.21 0 0

Y 2 0 6.79 2.18 0.32 0.41

Y 3 0.57 5.62 42.06 1.32 0

Y 4 0.78 1.56 20.05 12.57 0.78

Y 5 0 0 0.58 1.95 1.77
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4 Methodology

This section focus on the detailed classifier fusion method used in this paper.
We first describe how to eliminate the useless data contained in the collected
daily behavior data. Then, we explain the extracted features in detail, followed
by description to the used classifier fusion method.

4.1 Data Pre-processing

Data obtained directly through mobile phone sensors cannot be used directly.
Because the collected raw data has many problems such as noise, incomplete,
inconsistency, etc. There are many reasons for this useless. For example, the
application may not be used correctly. Data collection process may be disrupted
or abort by device failures or interference. So we should pre-process the data so
that all data can be used. In this paper, the following methods are used for data
pre-processing:

– Filtering illegal data. We filter illegal data in the system artificially to avoid
importing them into the emotion recognition process and confusing classifiers.

– Eliminating incomplete data. If a large number of data items are missing in
a certain sample, the system will reject the sample. If there are only very few
items miss in a sample, we just fill it with the default value.

– Medium filtering. We perform median filtering on the acquired waveform data.
This method can make the waveform bumpier. Then most key features will
be more clear.

4.2 Feature Extraction

In this paper, we collect mobile users’ daily behavior data through a lot of
mobile phone sensors. Data from different sensors have different features which
are related the emotion status of users. Table 2 shows the details of these features.
Due to the length limitation of this paper, we just give the feature detail of light
sensor as an example.

Data which is collected through the light sensor has notable and distinctive
values. When we put the phone in a confined space such as a pocket or a bag,
the output value of light sensor is small. It is basically in [0, 100]. When we put
it under normal light, the values are generally concentrated in [100, 1000]. When
we are outdoors, the values are mostly in [1000, 2000]. Therefore, we can easily
extract the phone’s current status of use by the output value of the light sensor.

4.3 Classifier Fusion Method

The classifier fusion method we use can be divided into three phases: genera-
tion phase, selection phase, fusion phase. We will describe these three phases
separately.
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Table 2. Features need to be extracted from each types of sensor.

Sensor Number of features Description

Gravity 3 Time of portrait orientation,
time of landscape orientation,
times of exchanging between
these two orientations

Gyroscope 2 Rotation time, average angular
velocity

Accelerator 2 Total shaking time, severity of
shaking, times of shaking

Light 1 One of following states: no use,
outdoor, indoor

Pedometer 2 Step count, difference between
the average speed and the
largest speed

Global
Positioning
System (GPS)

1 Location entropy

Network speed 3 Fluctuation of speed, speed,
strength of signals

Generation Phase: At this stage, a base classifier pool is constructed con-
sidering the diversity of base classifiers. We choose most of the classification
algorithms based on neural networks and decision trees as the base classifiers.
They are trained on different data sets.

Selection Phase: At this stage, classifiers which are good for the data set to
be classified are selected from the classifier pool for the next phase. Breiman
suggested that the more unstable the base classifier the better the combined
classifier will achieve [27]. This instability means that even a very subtle change
in the training sample may result in a very different final decision classification
result. In other words, the more sensitive the base classifier algorithm is to the
sample during the learning and training process, the better the final combination
result.

Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy and generalization ability of
the final decision classifier, it is necessary to select suitable classifiers from the
base classifier pool. The selection method generally considers the accuracy and
difference of the base classifier. In terms of accuracy, we set a threshold. The base
classifier whose accuracy is above the threshold can participate in the selection
phase. In terms of difference, we use the inconsistent measurement [28].

For two classifiers Ci and Cj , we define their difference as formula 1.

Δi,j =
Sc̄i,cj + Sci,c̄j

Sc̄i,c̄j + Sc̄i,cj + Sci,c̄j + Sci,cj

(1)
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Here, Sc̄i,c̄j represents the number of the samples that the classifier Ci and Cj

both make the wrong prediction. Sc̄i,cj represents the number of samples that
the classifier Ci makes the wrong prediction and Cj makes the right prediction.
Sci,c̄j represents the number of samples that the classifier Ci makes the wrong
prediction and Cj makes the right prediction. Sci,cj represents the number of
samples that the classifier Ci and Cj both make the right prediction. The dif-
ference between the two classifiers Δi,j is in the range [0, 1]. For all samples, if
the two classifiers have the same recognition effect, the difference is 0. A larger
value indicates a greater difference between two classifiers.

We assume that there are n classifiers in the base classifier pool. Let Γi denote
the average of the difference between the base classifier Ci and all other base
classifiers. It can be defined by formula 2.

Γi =

∑n
j=1 Δi,j

n − 1
(2)

Then the average difference of the base classifier pool can be calculated by
formula 3.

Avg =
∑n

i=1 Γi

n
(3)

When Γi ≥ Avg, it indicates that the base classifier Ci is good. Then Ci will be
chosen as a member of the final fusion classifier.

Fusion Phase: There are many fusion strategies such as average, majority vote,
weight, etc. The average method and majority vote method are not stable in
performance and easily affected by extreme values. The weighting method gives
different weights to different base classifiers. For example, the reference weight
can be given based on the accuracy of the base classifier. The more accurate the
base classifier, the greater its weight.

We use a dynamic adaptive weight strategy for classifier fusion. Inspired by
Bayesian theory, we use the historical decision of the training data as the prior
probability and use the classification confidence of the current input test sample
as its class-conditional probability to dynamically compute the weight of each
base classifier. In the training phase, we train each base classifier on the training
data set and build up the confusion matrix for each classifier. The confusion
matrix is be used to measure the apriori behavior of each base classifier. Given
m class labels, the confusion matrix of classifier Ci can be calculate as formula
4.

M i =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

ei11 ei12 · · · ei1m
ei21 ei22 · · · ei2m
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
eim1 eim2 · · · eimm

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (4)

Here, eilk indicates the probability that a sample which belongs to Cl is identified
as a member of Ck by the ith classifier. We set the confusion matrix which is
generated by the training data as the prior probability. In the recognition process,
we set the confidence Pi(Dk|X) which is the output of one classifier Ci as the
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class-conditional probability of class Dk. We define the inverse reliability of Ci

at Dk according to Dl as formula 5.

φi
kl = exp(−|Pi(Dk|X) − Pi(Dl|X)|) (5)

Then, we combine confusion matrix which is based on the prior probability with
the inverse reliability which is based on the class-conditional probability to get
the fusion weight of Ci. Formula 6 gives the definition of the fusion weight of Ci.

wki =
eikk∑m

l=1,l �=k eiklφ
i
kl +

∑m
l=1,l �=k eilkφ

i
lk

(6)

The confidence of the fusion classifier for class Di can be got by formula 7.

P (Di|X) =
n∑

i=1

wkiP
i(Ck|X) (7)

The class with the largest confidence of the fusion classifier is the final classifi-
cation decision.

5 Evaluation

The evaluation results of the proposed system will be described in this section.
We choose 8 base classifiers to construct the classifier pool. The original accuracy
of these base classifiers on our sample are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Original accuracy.

Algorithm Accuracy (%) Algorithm Accuracy (%)

LAD 66.43 Part Rule 61.60

CART 64.87 MLP 58.54

REP 63.76 SVM 53.27

DTNB 62.31 LR 51.04

We compare three different fusion strategies: majority vote method, accuracy
based method and our method. The accuracy of them on our samples are shown
in Table 4. All experiments are repeated 1000 times. And the result is the aver-
age result of all experiments. We can see that our method can get the largest
accuracy. We create two base classifier pools with two different groups of base
classifiers. The first one is consist of LAD, REP and CART. These three classi-
fiers have the largest accuracy and average difference. So the accuracy strategy
has better performance than the vote strategy. When we change the strategy
to the dynamic adaptive strategy with our parameters, the accuracy is signif-
icantly improved. In the second group, we replace REP which has the worst
accuracy percentage with DTNB. The accuracy of the system is improved under
all strategies.
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Table 4. Experiment results.

Base classifier1 Base classifier2 Base classifier3 Fusion strategy accuracy

LAD REP CART majority vote 64.85

LAD REP CART accuracy 65.49

LAD REP CART dynamic adaptive strategy 67.53

LAD CART DTNB majority vote 66.78

LAD CART DTNB accuracy 68.39

LAD CART DTNB dynamic adaptive strategy 71.67

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an emotion recognition system for mobile phone users.
By collecting behavior data of 50 student volunteers through their mobile phone
sensors, we train the dynamic adaptive weight fusion classifier. The system
achieve an average accuracy of 71.67%. In the future, we intend to extend our
work to combine our system with android smart-phones to manage users’ emo-
tions in a real-time environment.
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